Idea and concept

Tetriz is a project that strives to combine three spectrums into one coherent solution. These three spectrums main fragments consists of the urban space, the playfulness and use of color. A colorful and changing pattern ties together the different characters of the different areas such as square, courtyard and urban areas.

Imagination was a key ingredient in the emerging process. Just a simple thing as a colorful slide can be of great positive impact for both young and old, but also put an engraved character to a whole block.

Vegetation and lighting solutions

Due to the fact that almost the whole area is built upon a bearing structure, the possibility of big threes and complexed vegetation areas is challenging. But every challenge has its solutions and the Tetriz solution is to concentrate a part of the vegetation to plant boxes, where berry bushes and apple trees can thrive and grow. The courtyards is equipped with urban gardening boxes for a fun outdoor experience.

Tetriz also take the dark hours of the day in consideration with the interactive light installations that makes it possible to change the color of the lights. Eleven threads of LED-diodes lighten up a big part of the urban space in a very exciting way.

Functions

In Tetriz many functions comes together as one and the main purpose is to satisfy as many as possible, families, youngsters and seniors, but also to be an all year around public living room. Here there is plenty of different types of seating, regular and heated during winter to sit and chitchat or read a newspaper. You can also admire the art and light installations that is best visible during the evening. Sport and play is something that all age groups can enjoy, so why don’t hit the basketball court with a senior? Or try out the parkour playground with your grandparents or dare them to test the urban trampoline? After all of that you can enjoy an ice cream and coffee at the new cafe with its wonderful terrace and after that you can visit the museum and check out the outdoor exhibition.
In the foreground you can see the berry bushes, parkour playground, urban trampoline and to the right the basketball court and art installation.

Bench Types and Art:
- Heated seating
- Interactive light
- Apple tree
- Interactive lights
- Tetriz bench 01
- Tetriz bench 02
- Tetriz bench 03
- Art installation

A glimpse over the urban slide and the doodle wall, where you can make a mark, what would your contribution be?

An overview over how the urban space would look like during an cosy evening when the LED-diodes lighten up the Jyväskylä night.